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NC „Maritime Ports Administration” SA Constanta has the role of port authority for the Romanian Ports - Constanta, Midia and Mangalia (and Tomis Marina). From its position, it aims to provide quality and competitive services to the ports customers, to offer a developed transport infrastructure, as well as security, safety and environmental port conditions, thus encouraging the cargo traffic and transforming the Port of Constanta into an important transit center - by offering the shortest transport alternative to the center of Europe and becoming a regional distribution center - the leader - for its hinterland. The Port of Constanta offers a lot of advantages, among which, the most important are:

- multi-purpose port with modern facilities and sufficient depth to accommodate the largest vessels passing through the Suez Canal;
- direct access to the Pan-European Corridor VII, through the Danube Black Sea Canal, providing a shorter and cheaper waterway transport towards Central Europe than the routes using the Northern Europe ports;
- good connections with all modes of transport: railway, road, river, airway and pipelines;
- the New Container Terminal on Pier II South, increasing the container operating capacity;
- future expansion planned;
- Ro-Ro and Ferry-boat terminals suitable for the development of short sea shipping serving the Black Sea and the Danube countries;
- Since 1st January 2007 the Port of Constanta has become a port with customs facilitations.

In order to meet the traffic requirements, Constanta port is equipped with shore cranes, bulk discharging facilities, gantry cranes, handling platforms for loading bagged and bulk cargo, pneumatic floating cranes, oil handling facilities, as well as specialized operating within quays and terminals.

European and international promotion of Constanta port’s competitive advantages:

- favorable geographic position – Constanta port is connected to the Pan European transport network by corridors IV (road and railway), VII (inland navigation) and TRACECA transport corridor;
- operation facilities for any kind of cargo and storage capacities;
- port services in a competitive environment;
- promotion activities in the Central Europe by the representative offices in Budapest, Belgrade and Vienna.

Constanta Port efficiently serves cargo flows going to or coming from Central and Eastern European countries including: Austria, Bulgaria, Hungary, Moldavia, Slovenia, Slovakia, Ukraine, and former Yugoslavia countries.
Info World is an active participant in the world of cyber security, both by conducting research projects, as well as by taking part in conferences and scientific presentations alongside their partners from the academic and/or corporate environments.

The company’s activity in the medical software field also boasts revolutionary products which satisfy the doctor’s need for communication, mobility and most importantly security. Info World’s software applications are installed on laptops as well as other mobile devices, therefore a particular interest is being manifested on implementing standards for secure communication, access and transfer of medical data.

The recognition and results received by Info World are proof of its relentless work for partners and customers. The company has attained accolades for their constant capacity to learn and implement innovative technologies in delivered products and services.

**Main Domains of Interest**

Communication and Security Standards: Meaningful Use Stage 2 Certification - specific to e-Health in the American market, based on a set of concepts and standards necessary on a global scale, such as interoperability, CDA and HL7.

Cyber Security: HISP (Health Internet Service Provider) accreditation by the EHNAC (Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission).

E-Health and Telemedicine: EHR and PHR systems including telemedicine and emergency telemedicine.

**Accolades and Acknowledgements:**

- More than 150 computerized hospitals in the public and private system, over 7,000 workstations and more than 20,000 users.
- The ONLY company in Romania certified in Empowerment IHE Connectathon interoperability.
- Founding member of the National Association HL7 Romania;
- Member of HL7 International organization;
- Founding member of the ESA [European Software Association];
- Meaningful Use Stage 1 and 2 certified;
- Partner in European Union funded projects (FP7, Eureka, Eurostars eTen);
- HISP (Health Internet Service Provider) certified by the EHNAC (Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission);
- Microsoft Gold Partner
- ISO 9001:2008 certification for quality management systems (SRAC – Romania);
- OHSAS 18001:2007 certification system for occupational health and safety management (Det Norske Veritas)
- ISO 27001: 2005 certification for information security management systems (Det Norske Veritas)
- ISO 14001:2004 environmental management systems (Det Norske Veritas)

Headquarters in Bucharest and branches in the main cities in Romania: Iasi, Cluj, Timisoara, Craiova. Partnerships and contracts with multiple U.S. and E.U. companies.

“The present is yours; We bring you the future.”

www.infoworld.ro
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE
STRATEGIES XXI
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Day 1 – April 14, 2016
08.00 - 08.40 – Registration of participants – Building “D”, Ground Floor, Mid Entrance;
09.00 - 09.40 – Opening Ceremony – National Defense University „CAROL I” Auditorium,
Building “C”, Ground Floor;
09.40 - 09.50 – Photo Session – National Defense University „CAROL I” – Building “C”,
Main Entrance;
09.50 - 10.15 – Inauguration of the “Crisis Management, Conflict prevention and
Cyber-Security” Laboratory, Building “C”, 2nd Floor, Room no. 211;
10.20 - 12.00 – Working Panels*;
12.00 - 13.00 – Coffee Break – Building “C”, Ground Floor, in front of the National Defense University „CAROL I” Auditorium;
13.00 - 15.00 – Working Panels;
15.00 - 15.30 – Visiting of the Conference’s Exhibition and the “Crisis Management, Conflict prevention and Cyber-Security” Laboratory;
15.30 - 17.30 – Cocktail – Mess Hall, Building “A”, Ground Floor.

Day 2 – April 15, 2016
08.30 - 11.30 – Working Panels*;
11.30 - 12.00 – Coffee Break – Building “C”, Ground Floor, in front of the National Defense University „CAROL I” Auditorium;
12.00 - 13.00 – Final conclusions and Closing Ceremony (on Panels).

* Working Panels Locations:
- 1, 2, 3, 4 - „Gl. David PRAPORGESCU” Auditorium, Building C, 2nd Floor, Room no. 204;
- 5, 6, 7 - “Crisis Management, Conflict prevention and Cyber-Security” Laboratory, Building “C”, 2nd Floor, Room no. 211;
- 8, 9, 10, 11 - „Gl. Ştefan FĂLCOIANU” Auditorium, Building C, Ground, Room no. 5.
WORKING PANELS

PANEL 1: Theoretical Aspects of Security and International Relations
Chairs: Dorel BUȘE and Dan PETRESCU

Andreea-Maria ALECU - COERCIVE DIPLOMACY IN THE ERA OF GLOBALISATION
Alexandra DAN - THE IMPLICATIONS OF EUROPEANIZATION ON REDEFINING THE IDENTITY OF THE NATIONAL PARLIAMENT
Raluca-Ana-Maria DUMITRU - SECURING THE ENERGY RESOURCES FOR EUROPEAN UNION IN THE CURRENT STAGE
Valentin IACOB - ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS AND THEIR ROLE IN SUPPORTING THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
Elena Iuliana LACHE - INHERENT CONCEPTS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND DIPLOMACY
Adrian LĂZĂROAIA - CURRENT RISKS AND THREATS IDENTIFIED AT THE EU EXTERNAL BORDERS. EUROPEAN UNION’S RESPONSE – ORGANIZATIONAL AND LEGISLATIVE ASPECTS
Alexandru LUCINESCU - INTERNATIONAL HUMAN PROTECTION REGIMES IN THE CONTEXT OF ARMED CONFLICTS: IN DEFENSE OF A RELEVANT DISSIMILARITY BETWEEN THE PROTECTION OF CIVILIANS AND THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT
Dan-Lucian PETRESCU - THE PROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF STRATEGIC RELATIONS BETWEEN GEOPOLITICAL ACTORS IN THE CONTEMPORARY SECURITY ENVIRONMENT - THE MACTOR METHOD
Eduard Paul PETRESCUL - INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ENVIRONMENT ROMANIA AND IT’S IMPACT ON SECURITY
Sorin STEGĂRESCU - HUMAN SECURITY IN THE 21st CENTURY
Tudor-Andrei RAUTU - SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MALI CRISIS FOR THE EURO-ATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP AND FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Dorin EPARU - THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONTEMPORARY SECURITY ENVIRONMENT AND THE ARMED FORCES TRANSFORMATION NEED

PANEL 2: Processes and Phenomena of Globalization
Chairs: Sorin PÎNZARIU and Mihaela BUȘE

Paul DUTA - BOKO HARAM AND THE INSTABILITY IN WEST AFRICA
Paul DUTA - THE AFRICAN ROUTES OF ECONOMIC MIGRATION
Alexandru LUCINESCU - ABSOLUTE DISINTERESTEDNESS AS A LEGITIMIZING CONDITION FOR THE USE OF FORCE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Dorel BUȘE - CHINA – THE MAIN CENTRE OF POWER IN ASIA-PACIFIC AREA
Dorel BUȘE - JAPAN – AN IMPORTANT ALLY OF THE USA IN THE COMPETITION FOR POWER FROM ASIA-PACIFIC AREA
Andrea BOZGONETE, Roxana VLASĂ - RELATIONS BETWEEN SAUDI ARABIA AND IRAN
Roxana VLASĂ
Andrea BOZGONETE
Andreea Emilia DUȚĂ
Andreea Emilia DUȚĂ
Adrian IVAN
Mihaela BUȘE
Mihaela BUȘE
Luminița Ludmila (CÎRNICI) ANICA
Daniel Liviu ROTARU

HOW DID THE COLLAPSE OF THE USSR INFLUENCE THE REGIONAL
GEOPOLITICAL STRUCTURE IN THE BLACK SEA AREA
THE P-5 PROCESS AND "P-5 SOLIDARITY"
THE PHILOSOPHY AND REVISION OF THE NUCLEAR NON-
PROLIFERATION TREATY
HYBRID WAR WITHIN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION INTERVENTION
IN UKRAINE
FRANCE, THE EUROPEAN UNION AND THE THREAT OF TERRORISM
GLOBALIZATION -A COMPLEX AND CONTINUOUS PROCESS
JIHADO-TERRORISM – A MORTAL THREAT TO THE EUROPEAN
CIVILIZATION, STABILITY AND SECURITY
GLOBALIZATION AND SOCIAL - ECONOMIC GROWTH AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE 3rd MILLENNIUM

PANEL 3: European and Euro-Atlantic Integration
Chairs: Gheorghe DEACONU and Filofteia REPEZ

Ion CONDUR
Alexandra DAN
Gheorghe DEACONU
Filofteia REPEZ
Gheorghe DEACONU
Laura-Mădălina ENACHE
Felix FILIMON
Delia - Mihaela MARINESCU
Felicia Maria ȘINCA

INTERNATIONALIZATION OF MARITIME SECURITY IN THE BLACK
SEA REGION
EUROPEAN UNION, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND POPULAR
 REPUBLIC OF CHINA- THE IMPACT OF THE NATIONAL POWER
AMONG THE TRILATERAL COOPERATION
OIL -RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT BUT CAUSE OF INTERNATIONAL
DISPUTES
VIOLENCE -A THREAT AGAINST HUMAN SECURITY
THE ACTIVITY OF NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
JURISDICTIONAL INSTITUTIONS FOR REPRESSING CRIMES
AGAINST HUMANITY
THE ROLE OF THE INTERNAL AUDIT OF THE EU FINANCED
PROJECTS FOR THE MILITARY SCIENCE DEVELOPMENT
THE APPARITION AND THE EVOLUTION OF THE FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION AT THE EUROPEAN UNION LEVEL
DEVELOPMENT OF DEFENCE CAPABILITIES. THE PERSPECTIVES OF
THE EUROPEAN DEFENCE AGENCY

PANEL 4: Geopolitics, Geostrategy and Defense Studies
Chairs: Constantin POPESCU and Dorin EPARU

Constantin POPESCU
Rita PALAGHIA
Sorin-Costel BALAN
George DUMITRU
Dragoș – Adrian BANTAȘ

TOWARD A NEW PARADIGM OF WARFARE PHENOMENON
A PRACTICAL APPROACH OF THE CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
FOR AN EFFICIENT INTERACTION IN OPERATIONS
HYBRID WAR- OLD, BUT NEW (WHAT IS NEW AND WHAT IS NOT)
THE ADJUSTMENT OF EU LAW IN THE NEW SECURITY
ENVIRONMENT FRAMEWORK. TOOLS FOR CHANGE – THE
CONDUCTED REFORMS
PANEL 5: Crisis Management and Conflict Prevention

Chairs: Daniel GHIBA and Cosmin OLARIU

Carol-Teodor PETERFI - NON-STATE ACTORS AND CHEMICAL WEAPONS THREAT LEVEL IN MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA
Iulian BERDILĂ - FROM MUNICH TO WARSAW: ADDRESSING SECURITY ISSUES IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE
Haliru Dogondaji BELLO - ISLAMIST TERRORISM IN THE CONTEXT OF CLASHING CIVILIZATIONS
Tanure MAMBET-ÇAKIR - THE INFLUENCE OF ISLAMIC SECTS AND THEIR IDEOLOGIES IN SHAPING INTERNATIONAL POLICIES
Mircea C-tin ȘCHEAU, Bogdan Adrian TURLIU - SKIMMING – EVOLUTION OF CARD CYBER CRIME
Mircea C-tin ȘCHEAU, Bogdan Adrian TURLIU - BANK FRAUD COMBATING METHODS
Mihaela PANĂ - HYBRID CONFRONTATION. HEZBOLLAH - A CASE STUDY
Mihaela PANĂ - DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT OF HYBRID WAR
Cristina BODONI - THE USA’S DIGITAL DIPLOMACY DURING THE FIRST OBAMA ADMINISTRATION
Cristina BODONI - HENRY A. KISSINGER THE BALANCE OF POWER’S THEORIST IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Constantin Bogdan ȘOVAR - MANAGEMENT OF IMMIGRANTS’CRISIS ALSO BY INVOLVING THE PRIVATE SECURITY COMPANIES
Nicolae ZAVERGIU - DELIMITATIONS OF MARITIME SECURITY AND THE BLACK SEA SECURITY
Florian-Antonio BÂDEA - THE ROLE OF COOPERATION IN CRISIS PREVENTION
Dan DINU - CONCEPTUAL ISSUES CONCERNING THELOGISTICS SYSTEM IN POST-CONFLICT OPERATIONS
Petrică-Crinu ȘINCARI - CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING COMMAND AND CONTROL OF LOGISTICS SUPPORT IN POST-CONFLICT OPERATIONS
Valentin DULGHERU - ROMANIAN GENDARMERIE PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS OF RECONSTRUCTION AND PEACEKEEPING
Valentin DULGHERU - IS THERE A CAUSALITY BETWEEN UNCONTROLLED WAVE OF MIGRANTS AND THE INCREASING NUMBER OF TERRORIST Attacks? IS RESTRICTING MIGRATION AFFECTING THE UNITY OF
EUROPE?

PANEL 6: NATO Policies and Strategies
Chairs: Ciprian IGNAT and Cristian ICHIMESCU

Cosmin Florian OLARIU
NATO PURPOSE: BETWEEN COLECTIVE DEFENCE AND INTERNATIONAL PEACE

Florin Stanciu
ENSURING MATERIAL RESOURCES FOR THE REGENERATION PROCESS OF FORCES’ STRUCTURES THAT PARTICIPATED IN MULTINATIONAL JOINT OPERATIONS OUT OF ROMANIAN TERRITORY

Cristian ICHIMESCU
NATO POLICIES AND STRATEGIES ON DAVOS - AMSTERDAM - MUNICH AXIS

Floris - Adrian IONESCU
CONSIDERATIONS ON NATO’S RESPONSE TO CRISES

Ştefan CÎMPEAN
"SMART DEFENCE” AND "POOLING AND SHARING“ CONCEPTS IN NATO AND UE

Cosmin Alexandru PÎSLARU
TERRORIST CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Ioana RIEBER
THE IMPACT OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC ALLIANCE’S DEFENSE POLICY ON EASTERN EUROPEAN PEOPLES

Bebe I. DIACONU
RISKS, THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES TO THE SECURITY OF THE EURO-ATLANTIC

Laura-Mădălina ENACHE
JURIDICAL INSTITUTIONS, INSTRUMENTS AND MECHANISMS TO GUARANTEE THE FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS IN CASE OF ARMED CONFLICTS

Ciprian IGNAT
CONSIDERATIONS ON FRIENDLY FIRE IN MULTINATIONAL OPERATIONS

PANEL 7: Public International Law
Chairs: Marius PĂUNESCU and Mădălina Daniela GHIBA

Ion DRAGOMAN,
David UNGUREANU
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HUMANITARIAN LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Lisa-Maria ACHIMESCU
BORDER DISPUTES AND HOW THEY AFFECT INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ORDER FROM A NORMATIVE STANDPOINT IN THE XXI CENTURY – THE KASHMIR CONFLICT

Lorin Ovidiu HAGIMA
RULE OF LAW – DEFINITIONS, EVOLUTION, SCOPE AND PILLAR FOR POST - CONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION IN THE FRAMEWORK OF PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW

Dragoş-Adrian BANTAŞ,
George DUMITRU
THE BALANCE BETWEEN THE CONSTITUTIONAL TREATY AND THE LISBON TREATY REDEFINED BY THE AMENDMENTS REGARDING CFSP – OR NOT?

Oana Elena BRÂNDA
INTERNATIONAL LAW PROVISIONS ON TERRORISM. PERSPECTIVES FROM ORGANIZATIONS, STATES AND COURTS

Sebastian Onuţ EPURE,
Vlad JIPA
AN AMBITIOUS EUROPE’S CONSTRUCTION: THE AREA OF FREEDOM, SECURITY AND JUSTICE
LEGAL STRUCTURALISM: WHY WE ARE DEALING WITH AN IDENTITY CRISIS AND WHY THE INTERNATIONALLY ACCEPTED VERSION OF THE HIERARCHY OF NORMS IS FAILING ON US

HUMAN RIGHTS PROTECTION AND THE CREATION OF A SUPRANATIONAL LEGAL COMMUNITY IN EUROPE

MERCENARY REGULATION – NECESSARY OBJECTIVE FOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

ROMANIA’S INVOLVEMENT IN AFGHANISTAN FROM 2001 TO 2014 - RECORDS OF ACHIEVEMENT

THE ROLE OF CUSTOM IN INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW

PANEL 8: Public and Intercultural Communication and Social Security

Chairs: Ioan DEAC and Margareta BOACĂ

AN ANALYSIS OF THE WAYS IN WHICH ISIS ACTIONS ARE REFLECTED IN THE ROMANIAN MASS-MEDIA

AN ANALYSIS OF ROMANIA’S NATIONAL DEFENSE STRATEGY AS REFLECTED IN THE MEDIA

THE RHETORIC OF PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

TERRORISM IN MEDIA COVERAGE

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY FROM THE SOCIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL POINTS OF VIEW. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY FROM THE SOCIOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW

ADVERTISING – A FORM OF PUBLIC AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

ROMANIAN CULTURAL VALUES, BEHAVIOURAL PATTERNS AND ATTITUDES

TENDENCIES OF CULTURAL CHANGE IN THE RANKS OF ROMANIAN EDUCATED YOUTH

BETWEEN MARGINS AND CENTER – CONSIDERATIONS ON THE SECURITY DIMENSION

ACHIEVEMENT OF AN EXPERT IN PUBLIC RELATIONS, PERSUASION AND MANIPULATION – A GATE OPENER FOR AFRICAN COLONISATION

THE RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT – A WESTERN EQUITY BYGONE FORGOTTEN

INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE A POWERFUL TOOL FOR RESOLVING CONFLICTS IN THE 21st CENTURY

LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL ASPECTS OF TRANSLATION IN GLOBAL MARKETING

E-LEARNING IN THE KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY

THE IMPORTANCE OF INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION IN THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mirela IONITĂ, Veronica PĂSTAE</td>
<td>THE SMARTBOARD SYSTEM IN EDUCATIONAL DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PANEL 9: Information Systems, Intelligence, and Cyber Security</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chairs:</strong> Gelu ALEXANDRESCU and Ion CĂLIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stelian TEODORESCU</td>
<td>THE ASSESSMENT OF THE LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE FOR INFORMATION ESSENTIAL ELEMENT FOR THE PLANNING OF NATO OPERATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandru ION</td>
<td>DATA ENCRYPTION AND THE LIMITS OF CYBER SECURITY SYSTEM IN USA TODAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandru ION</td>
<td>IMPLEMENTING ENISA’S CYBER SECURITY PLAN IN THE EUROPEAN UNION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasia GUDU</td>
<td>A LOGIC MODEL FOR THE NATIONAL CYBER SECURITY/DEFENCE STRATEGIES? THE CASE OF THE FRENCH CYBER DEFENCE PACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrică-Marinel VOICU, Gheorghe BOARU</td>
<td>MANAGEMENT OF THE JOINT FORCE COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATIONS SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrică-Marinel VOICU, Gheorghe BOARU</td>
<td>COMPONENT OF THE JOINT FORCE COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATIONS SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dănuț TURCU</td>
<td>CONSIDERATIONS ON CYBER SECURITY LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS IN ROMANIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorin TOPOR</td>
<td>CYBER CRIMINAL AND CYBER TERRORIST - TWO CONCEPTS THAT NEED TO BE DIFFERENTLY TREATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelu ALEXANDRESCU</td>
<td>ASPECTS IN APPLYING CYBERNETICS IN THE MODERN FIGHTING SPACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion CĂLIN</td>
<td>THE QUALITY OF INFORMATION IN INTEL ANALYSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PANEL 10: Defense Resource Management</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chairs:</strong> Lucian POPESCU and Mirela PUŞCAŞU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucian Dragoș POPESCU</td>
<td>THEORETICAL ASPECTS REGARDING THE EVOLUTION OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirela PUŞCAŞU</td>
<td>ANALYSIS METHODS OF THE EXTERNAL MARKETING ENVIRONMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cătălin BURSUC, Toma PLEŞANU, Polixenia OLAR</td>
<td>THE USE OF INFORMATIZED MODELS IN RISK MANAGEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolae-Alin PLEŞANU, Codrin MUNTEANU, Polixenia OLAR</td>
<td>ESTIMATE OF THE LIFE CYCLE COSTS OF COMPLEX WEAPON SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel COJOCARU</td>
<td>MANAGEMENT OF HEALTHCARE FINANCING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucian Dragoș POPESCU</td>
<td>THE PROJECT TEAM MANAGEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirela PUŞCAŞU</td>
<td>COST MANAGEMENT – SUPPORT FOR AN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE ROLE AND PLACE OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE IN THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CAREER OF MILITARY PERSONNEL

PREPARATION TERRITORY FOR DEFENSE, CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE OF NATIONAL

PANEL 11: Education Sciences
Chairs: Adriana RÂŞNOVEANU and Sorina MARDAR

Diana IONITĂ, Lorena MIHĂEŞ
A TASK-BASED APPROACH TO LANGUAGE TEACHING AND ASSESSING

Alin BODESCU
70/20/10. A FRAMEWORK FOR MULTILEVEL SKILL DEVELOPMENT TWO CASE STUDIES

Cătălin BURSUC, Luiza COSTEA
MODELS EMPLOYED IN THE RISK MANAGEMENT

Adriana RÎŞNOVEANU
EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT – AN ANALYSIS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE GENERAL MANAGEMENT CONCEPT

Anca GÂŢĂ
LIBERAL ARTS AND THE MILITARY

Sorina-Mihaela MARDAR
WORK ERGONOMY

Eduard-Ionuţ MIHAI, Oliver CIUICĂ
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MILITARY FLYING TRAINING SYSTEMS FROM ROMANIA AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA